Death Bed A DI Geraldine Steel Thriller 4
Getting the books Death Bed A DI Geraldine Steel Thriller 4 now is not type of inspiring means.
You could not deserted going in the same way as ebook buildup or library or borrowing from your
friends to gate them. This is an enormously simple means to specifically get lead by on-line. This
online publication Death Bed A DI Geraldine Steel Thriller 4 can be one of the options to accompany
you in imitation of having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. agree to me, the e-book will unconditionally flavor you extra event to
read. Just invest tiny times to door this on-line declaration Death Bed A DI Geraldine Steel
Thriller 4 as well as review them wherever you are now.

the Legion of Merit, the Joint Service
Commendation Medal, and the Army
Commendation Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster.
Crime Scene - John Martin 2015-01-23
This book is for all readers of crime fiction.
Dividing Britain and Ireland into thirteen
regions, the author describes the work of
contemporary and historic crime writers and
their novels where the setting of the novel is
crucial, giving the story context and local
relevance.
Dead End - Leigh Russell 2011
When the corpse of Abigail Kirby is discovered,
police are shocked to learn that the victim's
tongue was cut out while she lay dying. Shortly
after coming forward, a witness is blinded and
murdered. Detective Inspector Geraldine Steel's
flirtation with the pathologist on the case helps
her to cope with the distress of finding out she
was adopted at birth, while Abigail Kirby's
teenage daughter runs away from home to meet
a girl who befriended her online. Too late she
realises she has made a dreadful mistake - a
mistake that may cost her life.
Dog Eat Dog - Edward Bunker 2011-11-01
“The best novel about armed robbery ever
written” from the Reservoir Dogs actor and excon author of No Beast So Fierce (James Ellroy).
Troy was born in Beverly Hills but raised in the
prisons of Southern California. Two days before
his parole from reform school, a run-in with a
young black tough threatens to derail his
release. He prepares to fight, ready to sacrifice
freedom to maintain his reputation, but a friend
comes to his rescue. Armed with two razor
blades, Mad Dog takes out Troy’s assailant,

Journey to Death - Leigh Russell 2016-02-09
Lucy Hall arrives in the Seychelles determined
to leave her worries behind. The tropical
paradise looks sun-soaked and picture-perfect-but as Lucy soon discovers, appearances can be
very deceptive. A deadly secret lurks in the
island's history, buried deep but not forgotten.
And it is about to come to light. As black clouds
begin to gather over what promised to be a
relaxing family break, Lucy realises that her
father stands in the eye of the coming storm. A
shadow from his past is threatening to destroy
all that he holds dear--including the lives of his
loved ones. A dark truth is about to explode into
their lives, and that truth is going to hit them
right between the eyes.
The Women's Army Corps, 1945-1978 Bettie J. Morden 2011-10-07
After yearsout of print, this new and redesigned
book brings back the best and most complete
history of the Women's Army Corps. Loaded with
history, tables, charts, statistics, photos,
personalities, and many useful appendices
(including a history of WAC uniforms), The
Women's Army Corps, 1945-1978 is must
reading for anyone who served those years in
the Army as well as for those who want a
complete history of the modern-day military.
Author Bettie Morden served from 1942-1972
and she used her experience and access to
people and records to compile the definitive
reference work. Col. Morden is a graduate of the
WAC Officers' Advanced Course (1962);
Command and General Staff College (1964); and
the Army Management School (1965). She has
been awarded the Distinguished Service Medal,
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allowing his friend to go free. Troy does not
forget the debt. Years later, Mad Dog makes a
living on penny-ante heists, and Troy—who has
grown into one of the smartest hoods in L.A.—is
about to finish a stint in San Quentin. They join
up with another old friend, Diesel Carson, and
launch a spree vicious enough to put them in jail
for the rest of their lives. But these three would
rather die than return to prison.
Deadly Revenge - Leigh Russell 2020-07-23
The new novel in the million-copy selling
Detective Geraldine Steel series 'Brilliant and
chilling, Leigh Russell delivers a cracker of a
read!' - Martina Cole When a hysterical mother
reports her baby's sudden disappearance,
suspicion immediately falls on the absent
husband. But Detective Geraldine Steel's gut
instinct tells her this case is not as simple as her
colleagues think... Complications in the mother's
life begin to surface, including her relationship
with her controlling father, a controversial
political figure. As the police investigate, their
urgent attempt to find the missing infant grows
ever more perplexing. Steel is forced to suspect
everyone associated with the family and when a
body is discovered, matters take a deadly turn.
For fans of Martina Cole, Mel Sherratt and LJ
Ross 'Unmissable' - Lee Child 'Leigh Russell is a
brilliant talent in the thriller field' - Jeffery
Deaver Look out for more DI Geraldine Steel
investigations in Cut Short, Road Closed, Dead
End, Death Bed, Stop Dead, Fatal Act, Killer
Plan, Murder Ring, Deadly Alibi, Class Murder,
Death Rope, Rogue Killer and Deathly Affair plus
the special Christmas short story, Killer
Christmas Don't miss the DI Ian Peterson series:
Cold Sacrifice, Race to Death and Blood Axe
Deadly Alibi - Leigh Russell 2017-01-26
"A hand gripped her upper arm so suddenly it
made her yelp. Biting her lower lip, she spun
round, lashing out in terror. As she yanked her
arm out of his grasp, her elbow hit the side of his
chest. Struggling to cling on to her, he lost his
footing. She staggered back and reached out,
leaning one hand on the cold wall of the tunnel.
Before she had recovered her balance he fell,
arms flailing, eyes glaring wildly as he
disappeared over the edge of the platform onto
the rails below." Geraldine Steel is plunged into
a double murder investigation which threatens
not only her career, but her life. When her
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previously unknown twin Helena turns up, her
problems threaten to make Geraldine's life turn
toxic in more ways than one.
Evil Impulse - Leigh Russell 2021-01-26
The new novel in the million-copy selling
Detective Geraldine Steel series Living with her
colleague and long time love interest, Detective
Inspector Ian Peterson, it seems that Geraldine
Steel has finally found happiness. But life is
never that simple. As a psychopath starts killing
random women on the streets of York, Geraldine
is abducted by a drugs syndicate who have been
threatening her sister. Geraldine has everything
to fight for, and her life is on the line... For fans
of Martina Cole, Mel Sherratt and LJ Ross
'Unmissable' - Lee Child 'Leigh Russell is a
brilliant talent in the thriller field' - Jeffery
Deaver 'A rare talent' - Daily Mail Look out for
more DI Geraldine Steel investigations in Cut
Short, Road Closed, Dead End, Death Bed, Stop
Dead, Fatal Act, Killer Plan, Murder Ring,
Deadly Alibi, Class Murder, Death Rope, Rogue
Killer and Deathly Affair, plus the special
Christmas short story, Killer Christmas Don't
miss the DI Ian Peterson series: Cold Sacrifice,
Race to Death and Blood Axe
The Adulterer's Wife - Leigh Russell 2018-05-07
From the bestselling author of the DI Geraldine
Steel series comes a suspenseful and gripping
psychological thriller, perfect for fans of
domestic noir. Julie is devastated to learn that
her husband, Paul, is having an affair. It seems
her life can’t get any worse—until she comes
home to find his dead body in their bed. When
the police establish he was murdered, Julie is the
obvious suspect. To protect her son from the
terrible situation, Julie sends the teenage boy to
his grandparents in Edinburgh while she fights
to prove her innocence. With all the evidence
pointing to her, the only way she can escape
conviction is by discovering the true identity of
her husband’s killer. But who really did murder
Paul? The truth is never straightforward . . .
“Pure suspense . . . an extremely readable and
addictive story.” —My Reading Corner “A fastpaced, compulsive domestic noir style thriller.”
—The Book Magnet “The tension crept up in this
slow burning, but suspenseful plot . . . Twists
and turns were aplenty.” —Chapterinmylife
Angel's Inferno - William Hjortsberg 2021-08-03
A 1950s amnesiac and hard-boiled detective sets
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out for revenge in this blend of mystery,
supernatural horror, and metaphysical fiction.
Private investigator Harry Angel is in a jam.
Handcuffed in his apartment along with the cops
and a corpse, he stands accused of violently
murdering three people. The good news is he
knows who did it. But in order to exonerate
himself, Harry must first make his escape—and
figure out his own identity. With the authorities
hot on his heels, Harry travels from New York
and Boston to Paris and the Vatican in search of
an elusive stage magician. Eventually piecing
together his mysterious past, he descends into
the dark world of the occult. And very soon he
will have vengeance upon the devil himself . . . A
terrifying thriller, Angel’s Inferno is the longawaited follow-up to the Edgar
Award–nominated noir suspense novel Falling
Angel, the basis of the film Angel Heart. Praise
for Falling Angel “Terrific . . . One of a kind . . .
I’ve never read anything remotely like it.”
—Stephen King “A chilling homage to the hardboiled detective novel of the Raymond Chandler
school.” —The New York Times “A near perfect
book . . . Not since Psycho changed the bathing
habits of thousands has a novelist so completely
turned conceptions inside out.” —Los Angeles
Times
Little Girl Gone - Stephen Edger 2018-11-30
A tense psychological thriller that will keep you
on the edge of your seat! Perfect for fans of
Shari Lapena, B A Paris and C.L. Taylor
The Adventures of Sally - P. G. Wodehouse
2021-01-12
Sally Nicholas is a pretty and popular American
woman working as dance partner for hire.
Orphaned, she and her brother, Fillmore, has
been on their own for years. However, on Sally’s
twenty-first birthday, her life is changed when
she learns that she and her brother have
inherited a fortune, which they now have access
to. Fillmore, who is overly ambitious, and
impulsive intends on investing his money in
schemes that promise fast wealth, in hopes to
accumulate an even bigger fortune. Sally is more
of a dreamer. She wants to move into her own
apartment, maybe start her own business, but
first is set on visiting Europe. Though she plans
the trip for her fiancé to join her, he claims to be
on the verge of pure genius and is too busy to
travel. Disheartened, but not deterred, Sally
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travels off to Europe. Because of her status as a
wealthy and beautiful American, many British
men throw themselves at Sally’s feet, hoping to
be her suitor. Sally’s attention, however, is only
won by an awkward redheaded man named
Ginger. Concerned by the man’s history of
employment, or rather, his string of briefly kept
jobs, Sally tries to take Ginger under her wing
and help him find a suitable job. Though,
between helping Ginger, keeping an eye on her
brother, and nurturing the dreams of her fiancé,
Sally finds that even her best intentions go awry
and struggles to start managing her own life
before she helps others. The Adventures of Sally
is widely praised for its convincing and vivid
main character, especially since she is one of the
few female protagonists utilized in P.G
Wodehouse’s work. With excellent prose and
witty word play, The Adventures of Sally is a fun
romantic comedy sure to make a lasting
impression. This edition of P.G Wodehouse’s The
Adventures of Sally features a new, eye-catching
cover design and is printed in a stylish font,
making it both accessible and modern.
Guilt Edged - Leigh Russell 2022-01-20
THE NEW NOVEL IN THE MILLION-COPY
SELLING DETECTIVE GERALDINE STEEL
SERIES An inoffensive man is murdered in a
seemingly motiveless attack. Detective Inspector
Geraldine Steel and her team are baffled, until
DNA from an apparent stranger is discovered on
the victim's body. Geraldine is not convinced the
suspect is guilty. When a witness comes forward
to offer the suspect an alibi, Geraldine lets him
go. That night, a second murder is committed.
The evidence points to the suspect who has just
been released. As Geraldine attempts to make
sense of the suspect's complex history, he goes
on the run. Even his wife appears to condemn
him. Only Geraldine still doubts that he is to
blame for the murders, but is she prompted by
her own guilt for having released him to kill
again? As the story races towards a breathtaking
twist, Geraldine is tormented by self-doubt, and
struggles to focus all her attention on the case.
Someone is lying and the police must uncover
the truth before anyone else is killed... Perfect
for fans of Martina Cole, Mel Sherratt and LJ
Ross 'Unmissable' - Lee Child 'Leigh Russell is a
brilliant talent in the thriller field' - Jeffery
Deaver 'An impressive series' - Daily Mail If you
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enjoyed Guilt Edged, look out for more DI
Geraldine Steel investigations in Cut Short, Road
Closed, Dead End, Death Bed, Stop Dead, Fatal
Act, Killer Plan, Murder Ring, Deadly Alibi, Class
Murder, Death Rope, Rogue Killer, Deathly
Affair, Deadly Revenge, Evil Impulse and Deep
Cover, plus the special Christmas short story,
Killer Christmas Don't miss the DI Ian Peterson
series: Cold Sacrifice, Race to Death and Blood
Axe - available now!
Lilli de Jong - Janet Benton 2017-05-16
“A powerful, authentic voice for a generation of
women whose struggles were erased from
history—a heart-smashing debut that completely
satisfies.” —Jamie Ford, New York Times
bestselling author of Hotel on the Corner of
Bitter and Sweet A young woman finds the most
powerful love of her life when she gives birth at
an institution for unwed mothers in 1883
Philadelphia. She is told she must give up her
daughter to avoid lifelong poverty and shame.
But she chooses to keep her. Pregnant, left
behind by her lover, and banished from her
Quaker home and teaching position, Lilli de Jong
enters a home for wronged women to deliver her
child. She is stunned at how much her infant
needs her and at how quickly their bond
overtakes her heart. Mothers in her position face
disabling prejudice, which is why most give up
their newborns. But Lilli can’t accept such an
outcome. Instead, she braves moral
condemnation and financial ruin in a quest to
keep herself and her baby alive. Confiding their
story to her diary as it unfolds, Lilli takes
readers from an impoverished charity to a
wealthy family's home to the streets of a
burgeoning American city. Drawing on rich
history, Lilli de Jong is both an intimate portrait
of loves lost and found and a testament to the
work of mothers. "So little is permissible for a
woman," writes Lilli, “yet on her back every
human climbs to adulthood.”
Rogue Killer - Leigh Russell 2019-03-21
'Brilliant and chilling, Leigh Russell delivers a
cracker of a read!' - Martina Cole
‘UNMISSABLE’ – LEE CHILD * ‘A RARE
TALENT’ – DAILY MAIL * ‘BRILLIANT’ –
JEFFERY DEAVER The twelfth novel in the
million-copy selling Detective Geraldine Steel
series A man is killed in apparently random
attack, and suspicion falls on a gang of muggers.
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Only Detective Sergeant Geraldine Steel thinks
this is the work of a more deliberate murderer.
Two more victims are discovered, after further
seemingly indiscriminate attacks. The muggers
are tracked down, with tragic consequences.
And all the while the killer remains at large.
When Geraldine finally manages to track down a
witness, she finds her own life is in danger... For
fans of Martina Cole, Mel Sherratt and LJ Ross
Look out for more DI Geraldine Steel
investigations in Cut Short, Road Closed, Dead
End, Death Bed, Stop Dead, Fatal Act, Killer
Plan, Murder Ring, Deadly Alibi, Class Murder,
Death Rope and Deathly Affair, plus the special
Christmas short story, Killer Christmas Don't
miss the DI Ian Peterson series: Cold Sacrifice,
Race to Death and Blood Axe
Murder Ring - Leigh Russell 2016-05-26
The dead body of unassuming David Lester is
discovered in a dark side-street, and DI
Geraldine Steel is plunged into another murder
investigation. The clues mount up along with the
suspects, but with the death of another man in
inexplicable circumstances, the case becomes
increasingly complex. As Geraldine investigates
the seemingly unrelated crimes, she makes a
shocking discovery about her birth mother.
Stop Dead - Leigh Russell 2014-03-25
Revenge never felt so good ... When a successful
businessman is brutally murdered, a long list of
suspects develops that is filled with colleagues,
ex-lovers, and debt collectors. But no one is
more suspicious than his beautiful wife and her
young lover. That is, until the victim's business
partner suffers the same gruesome fate and
another murder, seemingly unconnected except
for the killer's signature, occurs soon after.
Confounded, Detective Geraldine Steel is left
with only one more lead: DNA at the crime
scenes pointing to two women—one dead and
one in prison. With a steady stream of bodies
arriving at the morgue, Detective Geraldine
Steel and her team are in a race against time to
stop a vicious killer.
Road Closed - Leigh Russell 2013-12-31
When a man dies in a gas explosion, the police
suspect arson. The Murder Investigation Team is
called in to examine the evidence, but the case
takes on a new and terrible twist when a local
villain is viciously attacked. As the police
inquiries lead from an expensive Harchester Hill
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estate to the local brothel, a witness dies in a
hit-and-run. Was it coincidence … or coldblooded murder? The Murder Investigation
Team has problems of its own—and so does
Geraldine Steel. A shocking revelation threatens
her peace of mind as the investigation races
toward its dramatic climax.
The Matchmaker - Paul Vidich 2022-02-01
A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice
In the vein of Graham Greene and John le Carré,
The Matchmaker delivers a chilling Cold War
spy story set in West Berlin, where an American
woman targeted by the Stasi must confront the
truth behind her German husband's mysterious
disappearance. Berlin, 1989. Protests across
East Germany threaten the Iron Curtain and
Communism is the ill man of Europe. Anne
Simpson, an American who works as a translator
at the Joint Operations Refugee Committee,
thinks she is in a normal marriage with a
charming East German. But then her husband
disappears and the CIA and Western German
intelligence arrive at her door. Nothing about
her marriage is as it seems. She had been
targeted by the Matchmaker—a high level East
German counterintelligence officer—who runs a
network of Stasi agents. These agents are his
"Romeos" who marry vulnerable women in West
Berlin to provide them with cover as they report
back to the Matchmaker. Anne has been married
to a spy, and now he has disappeared, and is
presumably dead. The CIA are desperate to find
the Matchmaker because of his close ties to the
KGB. They believe he can establish the truth
about a high-ranking Soviet defector. They need
Anne because she's the only person who has
seen his face - from a photograph that her
husband mistakenly left out in his office - and
she is the CIA’s best chance to identify him
before the Matchmaker escapes to Moscow.
Time is running out as the Berlin Wall falls and
chaos engulfs East Germany. But what if Anne's
husband is not dead? And what if Anne has her
own motives for finding the Matchmaker to
deliver a different type of justice?
Deathly Affair - Leigh Russell 2019-12-12
Four dead bodies. But who is guilty in this
deadly web of secrecy and lies?When two
homeless men are strangled to death, Detective
Inspector Geraldine Steel is caught off guard by
the cold-blooded nature of the crimes. However,
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her suspicions are raised as two more bodies are
found, forcing her to question the motivation
behind the murders.Plagued by countless redherrings, the investigation drags Geraldine into
the lives of three people caught in a toxic
triangle of love and dishonesty. Is this a crime of
passion, or is there more to this case than meets
the eye?
The Devil's Staircase - Helen FitzGerald
2012-12-17
As elegant and witty as it is disturbing.' - The
Daily Telegraph 'Accomplished and gloriously
black comedy' - Allan Guthrie 'Lovely, sparse,
elegant writing, highly original plot and everbuilding tension make this book irresistible.
There's sex and drugs and rock-and-roll, a whiff
of true evil and a scream-out loud finale. Wow!' Australian Women's Weekly 'Scary and stylish
slice of urban noir' - Boyd Tonkin, Independent
'Colourful characters, dramatic plot twists and
vibrant vernacular ... a great read' The
Bookseller 'Brilliant, shocking and
unputdownable' - Sydney Morning Herald
Bronny, a young Australian, finds herself down
and out in London. She's a sweet girl who has
spent her teenage years in a fearful, cautious
bubble. She's never taken drugs, had sex or
killed anyone. Within six weeks she's done all
three. A group of backpackers break into an
abandoned London townhouse seeking a rentfree life of debauchery. They don't realise
someone's already there: a terrified woman
bound and gagged in the basement. "The Devil's
Staircase" combines a chick-lit voice and a dark
crime noir environment. Not for the fainthearted, "The Devil's Staircase" is funny, sexy
and disturbing - it will keep you on the edge of
your seat from start to finish.
The Age of Innocence - Edith Wharton
1998-03-04
As Newland Archer prepares to marry docile
May Welland, the return of the mysterious
Countess Olenska turns his life upside down
The Talent Code - Daniel Coyle 2009-04-28
What is the secret of talent? How do we unlock
it? This groundbreaking work provides readers
with tools they can use to maximize potential in
themselves and others. Whether you’re coaching
soccer or teaching a child to play the piano,
writing a novel or trying to improve your golf
swing, this revolutionary book shows you how to
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grow talent by tapping into a newly discovered
brain mechanism. Drawing on cutting-edge
neurology and firsthand research gathered on
journeys to nine of the world’s talent
hotbeds—from the baseball fields of the
Caribbean to a classical-music academy in
upstate New York—Coyle identifies the three key
elements that will allow you to develop your gifts
and optimize your performance in sports, art,
music, math, or just about anything. • Deep
Practice Everyone knows that practice is a key
to success. What everyone doesn’t know is that
specific kinds of practice can increase skill up to
ten times faster than conventional practice. •
Ignition We all need a little motivation to get
started. But what separates truly high achievers
from the rest of the pack? A higher level of
commitment—call it passion—born out of our
deepest unconscious desires and triggered by
certain primal cues. Understanding how these
signals work can help you ignite passion and
catalyze skill development. • Master Coaching
What are the secrets of the world’s most
effective teachers, trainers, and coaches?
Discover the four virtues that enable these
“talent whisperers” to fuel passion, inspire deep
practice, and bring out the best in their
students. These three elements work together
within your brain to form myelin, a microscopic
neural substance that adds vast amounts of
speed and accuracy to your movements and
thoughts. Scientists have discovered that myelin
might just be the holy grail: the foundation of all
forms of greatness, from Michelangelo’s to
Michael Jordan’s. The good news about myelin is
that it isn’t fixed at birth; to the contrary, it
grows, and like anything that grows, it can be
cultivated and nourished. Combining revelatory
analysis with illuminating examples of regular
people who have achieved greatness, this book
will not only change the way you think about
talent, but equip you to reach your own highest
potential.
Final Term - Leigh Russell 2023-01-06
THE NINETEENTH NOVEL IN THE MILLIONCOPY SELLING DETECTIVE GERALDINE
STEEL SERIES When a pupil accuses a teacher
of molesting her, his career and marriage are
threatened... The girl's corpse is discovered in
the woods, and the teacher becomes a suspect in
a murder enquiry. The victim's best friend is
death-bed-a-di-geraldine-steel-thriller-4

then murdered so she cannot reveal the killer's
identity. The investigating team are satisfied the
teacher is guilty, apart from Detective Inspector
Geraldine Steel, who believes the wrong man
has been arrested. All of her colleagues
disagree... but if she is right, the real killer
remains at large. Perfect for fans of Martina
Cole, Mel Sherratt and LJ Ross 'Gripping' Times & Sunday Times Crime Club (Star Pick)
'Unmissable' - Lee Child 'Leigh Russell is a
brilliant talent in the thriller field' - Jeffery
Deaver 'An impressive series' - Daily Mail If you
enjoyed Final Term, look out for more DI
Geraldine Steel investigations in Cut Short, Road
Closed, Dead End, Death Bed, Stop Dead, Fatal
Act, Killer Plan, Murder Ring, Deadly Alibi, Class
Murder, Death Rope, Rogue Killer, Deathly
Affair, Deadly Revenge, Evil Impulse, Deep
Cover, Guilt Edged and Fake Alibi, plus the
special Christmas short story, Killer Christmas
Don't miss the DI Ian Peterson series: Cold
Sacrifice, Race to Death and Blood Axe available now!
There There - Tommy Orange 2018-06-05
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • PEN/HEMINGWAY
AWARD WINNER • One of The New York Times
10 Best Books of the Year • A wondrous and
shattering novel that follows twelve characters
from Native communities: all traveling to the Big
Oakland Powwow, all connected to one another
in ways they may not yet realize. Among them is
Jacquie Red Feather, newly sober and trying to
make it back to the family she left behind. Dene
Oxendene, pulling his life together after his
uncle’s death and working at the powwow to
honor his memory. Fourteen-year-old Orvil,
coming to perform traditional dance for the very
first time. Together, this chorus of voices tells of
the plight of the urban Native
American—grappling with a complex and painful
history, with an inheritance of beauty and
spirituality, with communion and sacrifice and
heroism. Hailed as an instant classic, There
There is at once poignant and unflinching,
utterly contemporary and truly unforgettable.
Hyperion - Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 1859
Fake Alibi - Leigh Russell 2022-08-01
THE NEW NOVEL IN THE MILLION-COPY
SELLING DETECTIVE GERALDINE STEEL
SERIESA wheelchair-using woman is strangled
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and her son, Eddy, is arrested. When his alibi
falls apart, the police are satisfied that he is
guilty. Only Geraldine doubts whether Eddy is
cunning enough to kill his mother and cover his
tracks so successfully.The situation becomes
more complicated when the girlfriend Eddy
claims he was with at the time of the murder
denies having met him. Shortly after the girl
thinks she is being stalked, her dead body is
discovered outside Eddy's house.As the body
count grows, the investigation team become
confused, putting Geraldine under almost
unbearable pressure.Perfect for fans of Martina
Cole, Mel Sherratt and LJ Ross'Gripping' - Times
& Sunday Times Crime Club (Star
Pick)'Unmissable' - Lee Child'Leigh Russell is a
brilliant talent in the thriller field' - Jeffery
Deaver'An impressive series' - Daily MailIf you
enjoyed Fake Alibi, look out for more DI
Geraldine Steel investigations in Cut Short, Road
Closed, Dead End, Death Bed, Stop Dead, Fatal
Act, Killer Plan, Murder Ring, Deadly Alibi, Class
Murder, Death Rope, Rogue Killer, Deathly
Affair, Deadly Revenge, Evil Impulse, Deep
Cover and Guilt Edged, plus the special
Christmas short story, Killer ChristmasDon't
miss the DI Ian Peterson series: Cold Sacrifice,
Race to Death and Blood Axe - available now!
Drive - James Sallis 2011-10-04
Much later, as he sat with his back against an
inside wall of a Motel 6 just north of Phoenix,
watching the pool of blood lap toward him,
Driver would wonder whether he had made a
terrible mistake. Later still, of course, there'd be
no doubt. But for now Driver is, as they say, in
the moment. And the moment includes this blood
lapping toward him...
Cut Short - Leigh Russell 2013-11-26
In the tradition of Ruth Rendell, Lynda La
Plante, Frances Fyfield, and Barbara Vine, Cut
Short is a gripping psychological thriller that
introduces Detective Inspector Geraldine Steel,
a woman whose past is threatening to collide
with her future. D.I. Geraldine Steel relocates to
the quiet rural town of Woolsmarsh, thinking
she’s found a restful place where she can battle
her demons in private. But when she finds
herself pitted against a twisted killer preying on
young local women in the park, she quickly
discovers how wrong she is ... When an
unwitting bystander comes forward as a witness,
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she quickly becomes the murderer’s next
obsession. And Geraldine Steel is locked in a
race against time, determined to find the killer
before yet another victim is discovered. But can
she save the lives of the town’s young
women—or will Geraldine herself become the
killer’s ultimate trophy?
Death Bed - Leigh Russell 2012
DI Geraldine Steel relocates to London to join
the Met and takes on another thrilling murder
investigation. Trailing a racist murderer with a
prediliction for removing victims' teeth,
Geraldine has little time to investigate her birth
mother and with the death toll mounting and no
sign of an arrest of the killer the papers are
calling 'The Dentist', Geraldine must act fast to
ensure she doesn't become the killer's next
victim. From the author of the Detective
Inspector Geraldine Steel thrillers comes
another enthralling read.
Deadly Revenge - Leigh Russell 2020-07-23
The new novel in the million-copy selling
Detective Geraldine Steel series 'Brilliant and
chilling, Leigh Russell delivers a cracker of a
read!' —Martina Cole When a hysterical mother
reports her baby's sudden disappearance,
suspicion immediately falls on the absent
husband. But Detective Geraldine Steel's gut
instinct tells her this case is not as simple as her
colleagues think . . . Complications in the
mother's life begin to surface, including her
relationship with her controlling father, a
controversial political figure. As the police
investigate, their attempt to find the missing
infant grows ever more urgent. Steel is forced to
suspect everyone associated with the family and
when a body is discovered, matters take a deadly
turn. "Unmissable." —Lee Child "Leigh Russell is
a brilliant talent in the thriller field." —Jeffery
Deaver Look out for more DI Geraldine Steel
investigations in Cut Short, Road Closed, Dead
End, Death Bed, Stop Dead, Fatal Act, Killer
Plan, Murder Ring, Deadly Alibi, Class Murder,
Death Rope, Rogue Killer and Deathly Affair plus
the special Christmas short story, Killer
Christmas Don't miss the DI Ian Peterson series:
Cold Sacrifice, Race to Death and Blood Axe
Bare Skin - Morgan Greene 2020-07-14
A body showing signs of torture. A dark secret
lurking in the city... The body of a young
homeless boy washes up on the banks of the Lea
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River, his hands bound, fingernails torn off. It
looks like a drug-debt collection gone wrong, but
DS Jamie Johansson sees something more. Jamie
and her partner Roper need to dig deep into
London's grim underworld, navigating the brutal
maze of homelessness and crime running
through the streets. At every turn a new suspect
crawls out of the woodwork and a witness
disappears. And when the victim's girlfriend
turns up strung out and strangled half to death,
things only get darker. Whoever did this is doing
everything they can to cover their tracks. Even if
that means killing again. Jamie is no rookie, but
she's never headed up a murder investigation
either. Is she in over her head? Or is she the
only detective that has what it takes to catch this
killer before they strike again? Bare Skin is a
tightly wound crime novel for the new age.
Hard-boiled detectives are a thing of the past.
It's time for a new generation of hero. And with
it, comes a new breed of criminal... Perfect for
fans of LJ Ross, JM Dalgliesh, Simon McCleave,
and Agela Marsons, Bare Skin is a stellar new
addition to the lineup of exciting crime novels
out in 2020.
Death Rope - Leigh Russell 2018-07-26
Mark Abbott is dead. His sister refuses to
believe it was suicide, but only Detective
Sergeant Geraldine Steel will listen. When other
members of Mark's family disappear, Geraldine's
suspicions are confirmed. Taking a risk,
Geraldine finds herself confronted by an
adversary deadlier than any she has faced before
. . . Her boss Ian is close, but will he arrive in
time to save her, or is this the end for Geraldine
Steel?
Chance - Kem Nunn 2014-02-18
From Los Angeles Times Book Prize winner Kem
Nunn and “principal heir to the tradition of
Raymond Chandler and Nathanael West” (The
Washington Post)—an intense psychological
suspense novel about a San Francisco
neuropsychiatrist who becomes sexually
involved with a woman suffering from multiple
personality disorder, whose pathological exhusband is an Oakland homicide detective. A
dark tale involving psychiatric mystery, sexual
obsession, fractured identities, and terrifyingly
realistic violence—Chance is set amid the back
streets of California’s Bay Area, far from the
cleansing breezes of the ocean. Dr. Eldon
death-bed-a-di-geraldine-steel-thriller-4

Chance, a neuropsychiatrist, is a man primed for
spectacular ruin. Into Dr. Chance’s blighted life
walks Jaclyn Blackstone, the abused, attractive
wife of an Oakland homicide detective, a violent
and jealous man. Jaclyn appears to be suffering
from a dissociative identity disorder. In time,
Chance will fall into bed with her—or is it with
her alter ego, the voracious and volatile Jackie
Black? The not-so-good doctor, despite his
professional training, isn’t quite sure—and
thereby hangs his fascination with her.
Meanwhile, Chance also meets a young man
named D, a self-styled, streetwise philosopher
skilled in the art of the blade. It is around this
trio of unique and dangerous individuals that
long guarded secrets begin to unravel,
obsessions grow, and the doctor’s carefully
arranged life comes to the brink of implosion.
Amid San Francisco’s fluid, ever-shifting fog, in
the cool, gray city of love, Dr. Chance will at last
be forced to live up to his name. Chance is a
twisted, harrowing, and impossible-to-put-down
head trip through the fun house of fate,
mesmerizing until the very last page.
Deep Cover - Leigh Russell 2021-08-24
The new novel in the million-copy selling
Detective Geraldine Steel series A sex worker
dies in suspicious circumstances in York. As
Detective Inspector Geraldine Steel tries to stay
focused on the investigation her partner, Ian
Peterson, risks his own life working undercover
in London. A second victim is discovered in York
while, unknown to Geraldine, Ian is attacked by
a sadistic psychopath. For fans of Martina Cole,
Mel Sherratt and LJ Ross
A Panorama of American Film Noir
(1941-1953) - Raymond Borde 2002
Beginning with the first film noir, The Maltese
Falcon, and continuing through the postwar
"glory days," which included such films as Gilda,
The Big Sleep, Dark Passage, and The Lady from
Shanghai, Borde and Chaumeton examine the
dark sides of American society, film, and
literature that made film noir possible, even
necessary. A Panorama of American Film Noir
includes a film noir chronology, a voluminous
filmography, a comprehensive index, and a
selection of black-and-white production stills.
Cold Sacrifice - Leigh Russell 2014-04-29
When three dead bodies are discovered in
Detective Ian Peterson's hometown of Kent, it
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the killer, and rescue her shattered reputation,
when all the witnesses are being murdered?
Stop Dead - Leigh Russell 2013
When a successful businessman is brutally
murdered, the police suspect his glamorous wife
and her young lover. Then the victim's business
partner suffers the same gruesome fate and,
when yet another body is discovered seemingly
unrelated to the first two, the police are baffled.
The only clue is DNA that leads them to two
women: one dead, the other in prison. With a
steady stream of bodies arriving at the morgue,
can D.I. Geraldine Steel find the killer before
another deadly attack?
Killer Plan - Leigh Russell 2016-02-26
Caroline's husband is killed, but she can't turn to
the police without implicating herself in his
murder. When one of her 10-year-old twins is
kidnapped, the desperate mother is forced to
resort to drastic measures to get him back. As
time runs out, Geraldine realizes she has a
secret that might just help solve the case, but
the truth could destroy her career. Faced with
the unenviable decision of protecting herself or
the widow she barely knows, Geraldine must
grapple with her conscience and do the right
thing before the death count mounts any further.

becomes clear that a vicious killer is on the
loose. And without his trusted colleague,
Detective Geraldine Steel, by his side, Ian's left
to take the lead on a complex murder case with
few clues. The first victim is a middle-aged
woman named Martha, brutally stabbed to death
in the local park. Her husband, who did not
report her missing, is the prime suspect until a
young prostitute, Della, reveals his whereabouts
the night Martha was murdered. But then she is
strangled to death in her apartment. While the
police are frantically gathering evidence and
looking for a connection, a second prostitute is
suffocated. With nothing but the timing of the
murders to tie the three women to one another,
Ian and his new partner, Polly Mortimer,
struggle to make sense of the case and find the
elusive killer before he strikes again. But by the
time Ian realizes the truth, it may be too late to
save Polly.
Class Murder - Leigh Russell 2017-12-07
Geraldine Steel is reunited with her former
sergeant, Ian Peterson. When two people are
murdered, their only connection lies buried in
the past. As police search for the elusive killer,
another body is discovered. Pursuing her first
investigation in York, Geraldine Steel struggles
to solve the baffling case. How can she expose
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